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Abstract
Security of message on chat apps is very important to do so that messages that
distributed always safety for others who do not have access permission. However, not all
chat apps currently have tools that used to secure messages. This is still often overlooked,
thus providing an easy space for the attackers to hack messages that are distributed.
This research explains the usage of the massey-omura algorithm to secure text type
message in chat apps when message distributed.
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1. Introduction
Chat app is one of the most frequently used apps of today's users to distribute
messages. Messages that are distributed can be either secret messages or not. Not all
chat apps currently have message security tools, so attacks and misuse of messages
by others who do not have access permissions occur frequently. Utilization of
message security techniques in a chat app is essential to ensure access rights and
message originality[1]. Cryptography technique is one of the common technique
used in securing data or messages by encoding the original message into other
characters that can hide the pattern and meaning of the original message [2][3].
Cryptography technique algorithm based on the key consists of two are
symmetric and asymmetric cryptography. Massey-omura algorithm is one of the
asymmetric cryptography algorithms, where the key used in the encryption process
is different with the key used in the decryption process. Massey-omura algorithm
works based on the concept of a three-pass protocol in which the key used in the
encryption or decryption process is generated by the sender and receiver based on a
mutually agreed value. Exponential modulo operations and prime numbe rs are used
by both parties to generate the keys used [4][5]. The concept of three-pass protocols
in this algorithm can maintain the security of keys used both in the process of
encryption and decryption messages.
This research describes how to apply massey-omura algorithm to chat application.
Any messages distributed via the chat app will be automatically encrypted by chat
app by utilizing the key values that have set by the sender and receiver who are
communicating. Implementation of this algorithm is expected to minimize the
misuse of messages that have been distributed through chat applications by parties
who are not given access.

2. Rudimentary
2.1. Cryptography
Cryptography techniques are one technique that can be used to secure
information that is confidential. The cryptography technique secures an undisclosed
message by encoding it into another form that can no longer be understood it s
originality [3][6]. The aims to be achieved in applying cryptography techniques are
confidentiality (the message cannot be understood), integrity (the authenticity of the
message), authentication (the originally of the sender or receiver identity) and non-
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repudiation (the recipient or the sender cannot deny that he or she has sent or
received the message) [7][8]. Based on the key used, the cryptography algorithm is
divided into two, namely symmetric cryptography algorithm (using the same key in
the encryption and decryption process) and asymmetric cryptography (using
different keys both in the encryption process and on the decryption process)[9].
2.2. Asymmetric Key
An asymmetric key is one of the key types in the cryptography algorithm.
Asymmetric key type cryptography algorithm works using different keys in both
encryption and decryption processes [10]. This type of asymmetric key is commonly
known as a public-key. An asymmetric key will generate one public key used for
encrypting messages and a secret key which is a public key pair and can only be
used to for messages decryption [4][8]. The process of generating the key on an
asymmetric key algorithm involves each communicating party, so it can be ensured
that the secret key to decryption more secure. Some known asymmetric key (public key) algorithms such as RSA, El-Gamal, Massey-omura, Elliptic Curve, and others.
2.3. Three-pass Protocol
Think that eliminates the key exchange process between the recipient, and the
sender of the message are the basic concepts of the three-pass protocol [11].
The key will be generated solely by the sender and receiver based o n a prime
number mutually agreed upon by both. Encryption process based on the three-pass
concept will be done three times the process of message exchange starting from
encryption process by the sender, encryption process by the receiver and
re-encryption process by the sender. Both parties (sender and receiver) use their
own key in the process of encryption and decryption [5].
2.4. Massey-Omura Algorithm
Massey-omura is one algorithm that works with asymmetric key concepts and
developed based on the concept of the three-pass protocol. The three-pass protocol
works with the concept that each party (the recipient and sender of the message)
uses their own key to perform the process of encrypting and decryption the
messages. One of the advantages of the massey-omura algorithm is the difficulty of
discrete logarithmic compute that similar to other public key algorithms such as
RSA, and others [5][11]. Massey-omura algorithm causes a message encryption
process is done three times through different protocol (three-pass protocol). It is
intended that the sender and receiver can synchronize the keys they are using an
encryption and decryption process.
2.5. Chat App
Today, chat apps are widely used as one of the easiest alternatives to communicating.
Users can easily exchange any messages through the chat apps. One of the advantages of
chat application is its ability to enable users to exchange messages either in the types of
text, video, audio or image [12]. Chat apps generally work with peer-to-peer (clientserver) and centralized systems on a server. The chat app gives users the freedom and
convenience to identify friends who are online and can choose to whom he/her wants to
communicate [13]. The chat app should be able to provide a secure chat situation for
clients and servers, therefore chat apps desperately need a good security aspect.

3. Research Methods
3.1. Research Framework
This research was conducted with several steps which include analysis of message
security problem on chat app, review of various literatures about data security,
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implementation of the massey-omura algorithm (key generation, encryption and
decryption process) into chat app, and evaluation or testing.
Start

Problem Analysis

Literatur Review

Implemention of Massey Omura Algorithm in to
Chat App
Key Generation

Encryption

Decryption

Testing Result

Evaluate

End

Figure 1. Research Framework
3.2 Encryption and Decryption Steps based on Massey Omura Algorithm
Generally, there are three processes in massey-omura algorithm that is the process of
generating public keys and private keys, the process of encryption and decryption. Steps
of massey-omura algorithm [4][5], are:
1. The receiver and sender have agreed a larger prime (p) greater value (eg > 256)
2. Sender (the first step)
a. Determined a value used to perform the first encryption process. Assumed eA
where 1 < eA < p – 1 and eA is co-prime with p – 1
b. Generate the decryption key with looking for the inverse of eA value based on an
equation:
dA x eA (mod p – 1) = 1
(1)
c. Do the first encrypt process to the messages to resulting C1 based on an equation:
C1 = MeA mod p
(2)
d. The result of the cipher (C1) is sent to the recipient.
3. Receiver (the second step)
a. Determined a value used to perform the second encryption process. Assumed eB
where 1 < eB < p – 1 and eA is co-prime with p – 1
b. Generate the decryption key with looking for the inverse of dB value based on an
equation:
dB x eB (mod p – 1) = 1
(3)
c. Do the second encryption process to C1 for resulting C2 based on an equation:
C2 = C1eB mod p
(4)
d. C2 be resent to the sender.
4. Sender (the third step)
a. Accept the C2 from a recipient
b. Encrypt C2 (the third encryption step) and set as C3, based on an equation:
C3 = C2dA mod p
(5)
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c. Resend C3 (final cipher) to a recipient
5. Receiver (the fourth step)
a. Accept C3 (as a message that has encrypted) from a sender
b. Decryption C3 (message from sender) based on an equation:
M = C3dB mod p
c. The result of C3 decryption process is an original message from a sender.

(6)

4. Result and Discussion
4.1. Scheme of Massey Omura Algorithm on Chat App
Today, chat apps are still one of the most commonly used apps to communicate, but
not all the chat apps have message security tools to protect the message against the action
of others who do have not permission. Utilization of cryptography algorithms is one
solution that can be used to minimize the misuse of messages distributed through the chat
app. Utilization of cryptography algorithms is one solution that can be used to minimize
the misuse of messages distributed through the chat app. The security of chat apps, of
course, gives comfort to the users to distribute the message.
Procedure to implement massey omura algorithm in securing messages on chat
application is done by adding tools of encryption and decryption process in chat apps.
This additional tools will be enabled when the user performs the process of sending
messages and receiving messages.
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Figure 2. Scheme of Massey-Omura on Chat App
Based on figure 2 above, described that sender doing the encryption of the original
message for generating the first cipher (C1) then sent to the receiver. C1 will be
re-encrypt by the receiver and generate the second cipher of the message (C2). A receiver
will resend the C2 to the sender. A sender will re-encrypt the C2 that has received, so that
produced C3 (cipher of the original message) and the C3 will re-resend to the receiver as
a final cipher of the message. In order for the cipher of the message be an original
message, then receiver doing decryption process by the recipient.
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4.2. Process of Generate Keys
Assume that the sender and receiver are online and use chat app. Both of them have
approved a prime number greater than 256, for example, p = 263.
1. Sender chooses eA, where 1 < eA < p – 1 and eA co-prime with p – 1
a. Assume eA = 79, because 79 is co-prime with 262. eA value is used in encryption
process
b. Sender computed the inverse of eA based on equation (1), and store in dA
Assume dA = 199, if computed (199 x 79) mod 262 = 1 is qualified. dA value is
use in encryption process
2. Receiver computed eB, where 1 < eB < p – 1 and eB co-prime with p – 1
a. Assume eB = 125, because 125 is co-prime with 262. eB value is use in
encryption process
b. Receiver computed the inverse of eB based on equation (3), and store in dB
Assumed dB = 109, if computed (109 x 125) mod 262 = 1 is qualified. dB value
is use in decryption process
4.3. Process of Message Encryption
Assume a sender sent a message to the receiver using chat app and the original
message is “HALLO ZEBUA”
1. Sender converting the character of message to an ASCII value, so :
H = 72 A = 65 L = 76 L = 76 O = 79 SPACE = 32 Z = 90 E = 69
B = 66 U = 85 A = 65
2. Encryption every character of the message based on equation (2).
for H : 7279 mod 263 = 108
for A : 6579 mod 263 = 158
for L : 7679 mod 263 = 171
for L : 7679 mod 263 = 171
for O : 7979 mod 263 = 126
for SPACE : 3279 mod 263 = 4
for Z : 9079 mod 263 = 201
for E : 6979 mod 263 = 187
for B : 6679 mod 263 = 233
for U : 8579 mod 263 = 116
for A : 6579 mod 263 = 158
so, is generated C1 = 108, 158, 171, 171, 126, 4, 201, 187, 233, 116, 158 or if
converted to character will be resulting C1 = lž««~ É»étž
3. Sender sent C1 to the receiver.
4. Receiver encrypt C1 based on an equation (4)
for l : 108125 mod 263 = 153
for ž : 158125 mod 263 = 155
for « : 171125 mod 263 = 261
for « : 171125 mod 263 = 261
for ~ : 126125 mod 263 = 197
for : 4125 mod 263 = 54
for É : 201125 mod 263 = 87
for » : 187125 mod 263 = 86
for é : 233125 mod 263 = 17
for t : 116125 mod 263 = 250
for ž : 158125 mod 263 = 155
so, is generate C2 = 153, 155, 261, 261, 197, 54, 87, 86, 17, 250, 155
5. Receiver sent C2 to the sender
6. Sender encrypt C2 based on an equation (5) and resulted in C3
for 153199 mod 263 = 136
for 155199 mod 263 = 191
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for 261199 mod 263 = 177
for 261199 mod 263 = 177
for 197199 mod 263 = 189
for 54199 mod 263 = 62
for 87199 mod 263 = 180
for 86199 mod 263 = 144
for 17199 mod 263 = 151
for 250199 mod 263 = 215
for 155199 mod 263 = 191
So, is generated C3 = 136, 191, 177, 177, 189, 62, 180, 144, 151, 215, 191 or if
converted to the character will be resulting C3 = ˆ¿±±½>´ —×¿
7. C3 is a cipher of the original message from a sender and sent to the receiver
4.4. Process of Decryption
Decryption is done based on equation (6) and receiver generates an original message
from the sender. Cipher of the message that has received by the receiver is ˆ¿±±½>´ —×¿
or in ASCII value is 136, 191, 177, 177, 189, 62, 180, 144, 151, 215, 191. So, this cipher
will decrypt as follows :
for 136109 mod 263 = 72 in char is H
for 191109 mod 263 = 65 in char is A
for 177109 mod 263 = 76 in char is L
for 177109 mod 263 = 76 in char is L
for 182109 mod 263 = 79 in char is O
for 62109 mod 263 = 32 in char is SPACE
for 180109 mod 263 = 90 in char is Z
for 144109 mod 263 = 69 in char is E
for 151109 mod 263 = 66 in char is B
for 215109 mod 263 = 85 in char is U
for 191109 mod 263 = 65 in char is A
So, the receiver will get the original message is HALLO ZEBUA
4.5. Implementation
This research using one interface to send and receive the message as well as one
interface to generate keys.
1. Chat area for the sender
There is two option in the chat area is automatic or manual decrypt. When the user
selects the automatically then the decryption process is done directly, but if manual
option then the process of decryption is only done when the user clicking button of
decrypt. Message encryption process is done automatically when user clicking button
of send.

Figure 3. Chat Area for the Sender
2. Chat area for the receiver
When the message is received by the recipient, the message is seen in the chat area still
locked, so the recipient can decrypt it by clicking the button of decrypt (if manual
decrypt).
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(a) Receive Message

(b) After Decryption

Figure 4. Chart Area for the Receiver
3. Interface for generating the key
Before the sender and receiver distribute their message, they must approve a prime
value (p), then input eA and eB values. eA and eB values are found by clicking the
button of generate keys.

Figure 4. Area for Generate Keys

5. Conclusion
Based on the results of the analysis and examples of implementation, it is concluded
that the chat app that has secured based on massey omura algorithm is very effective to
secure the message because the message will be encrypted with layered encryption.
However, based on the process time, that this algorithm takes a long time because the
process must pass through three protocols. Key generation process that used in the
encryption and decryption process is done based on the three-pass protocol concept by
each party involved in the distribution of messages.
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